High frequency of smell and taste dysfunctions in allergy health care professionals suffering from COVID-19
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Abstract

Introduction: Since the first stages of the novel coronavirus 2019 (SARS-CoV-2) outbreak smell and/or taste dysfunction (STD), has been described from 5% to 88% in COVID-19 patients.

Objective: we aimed to assess STD in healthcare professionals (HCP), mainly allergists, affected with COVID-19, by means of a survey, and to evaluate the association of STD and their severity with demographic characteristics, symptoms, comorbidities, and hospital admission.

Methods: A 15-item questionnaire was designed including different sections as follows: demographics, diagnostic characteristics, STD patterns, medication use as well as comorbidities. The questionnaire was developed using Google forms, implemented and distributed to members of the Spanish Society of Allergology and Clinical Immunology (SEAIC) and spread via Social Media to be completed by HCP affected with COVID-19.

Results: HCP (n=234), 76.5% ≤55 yrs, 73.5% female, completed the survey. There was STD in up to 74.4% of the respondents, 95.6% reporting a moderate-severe impairment. Mean recovery time of taste dysfunction was 21.6±24.0 days in HCP ≤55 yrs and 33.61±26.2 days in >55 yrs (p=0.019). Stratified analysis by severity of STD showed that more than a half of COVID-19 subjects presented severe loss of smell. An older age (>55 yrs) was associated with fever, anorexia, less headache and with a longer persistence of taste dysfunction

Conclusion: STD is a common symptom in COVID-19, even as a unique or preceding symptom. HCP who declared smell dysfunction (SD) were younger than those not affected with STD. Taste dysfunction (TD) may imply more systemic involvement in COVID-19-positive HCP.

Resumen

Introducción: Desde el inicio de la pandemia por el nuevo coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2), la afectación del sentido del olfato y del gusto se ha descrito entre el 5% y 88% de la población afecta por COVID-19.

Objetivo: Evaluar la alteración del gusto y del olfato en profesionales sanitarios afectos por COVID-19, en relación a parámetros de gravedad, características demográficas, síntomas, comorbilidades e ingreso hospitalario.

Métodos: Se diseñó un cuestionario de 15 elementos, con las siguientes secciones: demografía, características diagnósticas, patrones de alteración de olfato y del gusto, uso de medicación y efectos adversos asociados y comorbilidades. Dicho cuestionario fue difundido por las redes sociales de la Sociedad Española de Alergología e Inmunología Clínica, dirigido específicamente a profesionales sanitarios.

Resultados: 234 profesionales completaron la encuesta (73,5% mujeres). El 76,5% de los encuestados era ≤55 años. Hubo afectación del olfato y/o gusto en el 74,4% de los encuestados. La persistencia media de alteración del gusto fue 21,6±24,0 días en ≤55 años y de 33,6±26,2 días en >55 años (p=0,019). Ser mayor de 55 años se asociaba estadísticamente con fiebre, anorexia, menos cefalea y mayor persistencia de afectación del gusto.

Conclusión: Los profesionales sanitarios que declararon haber padecido SD eran más jóvenes que los que no presentaron STD. La afectación del olfato y/o del gusto es un síntoma común entre los profesionales sanitarios con COVID-19 y puede ser patente en fases iniciales o como único síntoma en pacientes ≤55 años. La afectación del gusto puede implicar más síntomas sistémicos.

Introduction

In the past 20 years, 3 coronavirus outbreaks have occurred, the severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) outbreak in 2002, the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) in 2012, and the pandemic of Coronavirus-disease-2019 (COVID-19) in 2020. In December 2019 the first human cases of COVID-19 caused by the severe-acute-respiratory-syndrome-coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) from a potential bat origin, were identified in Wuhan (China). Since then, the COVID-19 pandemic has shown a rapid spread all over the world, affecting over 71 million people and causing over one million deaths in 191 countries (probably a larger number if infected people who did not undergo a proper diagnostic test are considered) [1–3].

In this regard, the common symptoms of COVID-19 are general malaise, fever, cough, and shortness of breath. Other symptoms include muscle and joint pain, sore throat, headache, nausea or vomiting, diarrhea, and some nasal symptoms, especially smell dysfunction (SD) and taste dysfunction (TD) [3]. Since the first stages of COVID-19 when smell and/or taste dysfunction (STD) reports were scarce, there has been a growing number of studies, with important differences among used methodology, describing a wide range of STD, from 5% to 98% in COVID-19 patients (2–5).

The perception of odor is composed of orthonasal smell due to sniffing (eg, food aroma) and retronasal smell located within the oropharynx and caused by airflow via the nasopharynx during eating or drinking. Flavor involves the combination of gustatory and olfactory perceptions, while it interacts with other sensory modalities, such as trigeminal perception, sight, and hearing [6]. The gustatory system (transmitted via the glossopharyngeal, facial and vagal nerves) only recognizes the basic tastes (sweet, sour, salty, bitter, and umami/glutamate).

Concerning SD, it affects almost 20% of the general population [7]. The main causes for persistent loss of smell are viral infections (including common cold and COVID-19), acute and chronic sinonasal inflammation, and trauma brain injury. Other causes should be investigated, including neurodegenerative diseases, brain tumors and congenital causes. There is no significant association between SD and smoking.
Interestingly, many viruses affecting the upper aerodigestive tract (e.g. rhinovirus, influenza A, parainfluenza, herpesvirus, poliovirus, rabies virus, adenovirus, Epstein-Barr virus, Japanese encephalitis virus and some coronavirus) could use the olfactory nerve as a route into the central nervous system, potentially causing SD, mostly through an inflammatory reaction of the nasal mucosa [2,8,9]. In mouse models, SARS-CoV demonstrated transneuronal penetration through the olfactory bulb [8,10]. An involvement of non-neural cells could lead to SD [8]. It remains to be elucidated if alternate receptors, different from ACE2 would be enough for SARS-CoV-2 host cell entry and may be involved to facilitate the initial infection [11].

Furthermore, up to 60% of patients with common cold or post-viral acute rhinosinusitis may have some degree of SD, this being mainly correlated with disease severity and usually transient (3-7 days) [9]. However, the pathophysiology through which SARS-CoV-2 virus affects the olfactory system is still unclear [2,3,10] Although in the first studies from China the rate of SD did not exceed the 5%, later international studies on COVID-19 have identified SD as a frequent symptom of the novel coronavirus disease (Table 1). [2,4,28–37,16,38,39,17–19,22–24,27]

Damage to the olfactory nerve during invasion and multiplication of SARS-CoV-2 may explain anosmia observed in the early stages of COVID-19. [2,3,7] Therefore, sudden, severe, and isolated dysfunction (anosmia or ageusia) may be more frequently observed in the SARS-CoV-2 positive patients than in other respiratory viral infections [3]. Due to the lack of awareness of SD, there is often a significant delay between onset of smell loss and assessment by a healthcare professional (HCP) (up to 3 years), even though it exerts a great impairment on quality of life [2,12]

In the present study we aimed to assess the impact of smell and taste dysfunctions in HCP, mainly allergists, affected with COVID-19 by means of a survey. The main objective of the survey was to evaluate the association of STD and their severity with demographic characteristics, symptoms, comorbidities, and hospital admission (33–35).
Methods

1. Study Population and design
A 15-item survey was designed including different sections as follows: demographics, diagnostic characteristics, smell and taste dysfunction patterns, symptoms, comorbidities, or medication used (Table 2). The survey was developed as a result of a collaboration between members of the Spanish ENT (SEORL) and Allergology and Clinical Immunology (SEAIC) Societies, using Google forms. It was implemented and distributed to all the SEAIC members and spread via Social Media (Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook) to be completed by HCP, mainly allergists, who were affected with COVID-19. Data collection was performed between May 13th and June 13th, 2020. The survey incorporated relevant traits related with smell and taste functions. The study was approved by the Institutional Ethics and Clinical Research Committee of Hospital Clínic, Barcelona.

2. Outcomes

• **Assessment of smell and taste dysfunction.** Participants were carefully asked about the timing of the onset, duration, and the eventual recovery of the chemosensory symptoms. The survey included questions related with STD:
  a) Smell loss score (Likert scale from 0 to 10, being 0 no smell loss and 10 total smell loss) focusing on smell and food/drink flavor.
  b) Taste loss score (Likert scale from 0 to 10, being 0 no smell loss and 10 total smell loss). In order to avoid confusion between taste and smell/flavor, real taste perceptions (salty, sweet, bitter, and sour/acidic) were emphasized.
  c) Two questions about the SD and TD onset (days before or after the appearance of other local or systemic COVID-19 symptoms).
  d) Two questions about recovery time (days) of SD or TD.

Severity of SD and TD was assessed stratifying by groups (Likert scale, 0-10): mild (0-3), moderate (4-7) and severe (8-10) (see tables 2 and 3).
• **Demographics, symptoms, comorbidities, and treatment for respiratory symptoms.** Demographics on gender, age range (years), symptoms, hospital admission and associated pneumonia, and smoking habit of participants with COVID-19 were registered. COVID-19 responders were stratified according to whether they were hospitalized or not, and having pneumonia or not, as an indicator of severity and systemic involvement. Patients were also asked about their COVID-19 symptoms (fever, rhinitis, conjunctivitis, sore throat, headache, cough, dyspnea, myalgia, asthenia, anorexia, gastrointestinal, and cutaneous symptoms). COVID-19 diagnostic procedures were also recorded (clinical diagnosis, positivity to Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) and immunity-antibodies). The following comorbidities were also surveyed: hypertension, diabetes mellitus, obesity, chronic rhinosinusitis, allergic rhinitis, asthma and its severity, and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. Medications used for respiratory symptoms and comorbidities were also recorded (intranasal corticosteroids, MP-AzeFlu, inhaled corticosteroids, allergen immunotherapy, and biologics) (Tables 3 and 4).

3. **Statistical analysis**
With regards the descriptive analysis, mean and standard deviation were calculated for the demographic characteristics. Moreover, median and the interquartile range to the rest of the continuous variables were calculated. The qualitative variables are expressed in absolute frequencies and percentages. The normality of the continuous variables was evaluated through the Shapiro-Wilk test with a significance level of p=0.01.
Chi-square test and Fisher’s exact test were used to compare categorical variables between COVID-19 patients who suffered SD, TD or STD (SD and/or TD) compared with COVID-19 patients without SD, TD or STD symptoms respectively. Student t-test or Mann-Whitney U test were used to compare quantitative variables for 2 groups depending on whether or not the variables would follow a normal distribution, while analysis of variance (ANOVA) and Kruskal-Wallis test were used for the analysis of quantitative continuous variables for 3 or more groups. Kruskal-Wallis was also used to compare ordinal data variables (pe. severity of SD and TD). We calculated the Odds Ratio (OR) for SD, TD and STD establishing a significance level of p<0.05.
The data analysis was done using SPSS statistical software (IBM SPSS Statistics 20; Chicago, IL, USA). The graphics included in this manuscript were created in Microsoft Excel 2019 (Microsoft; Redmon, WA, USA).

Results

• Description of the total group of participants:
Two hundred and thirty-four HCP completed the survey (Table 2), 76.5% ≤55 yrs, 172 being female (73.5%). Demographics and clinical characteristics are detailed in Tables 2-4.

• Chemosensory dysfunction: (Figures 1-2)
  - Smell and Taste dysfunction: 174 HCP (74.6%) reported STD.
  - Smell dysfunction: 160 HCP (68.4%) reported SD, 7.5% as a unique symptom (Figure 1A). Over 85% of participants reported severe smell impairment while the mean recovery time was 26.1 days. Moreover, HCP >55 yrs showed a slightly better SD severity scale (mean 8.49±1.29) than HCP ≤55 yrs (9.29±2.08) (p=0.032) yet both age groups showed a great impairment. None of the older health professionals reported SD as a unique symptom or as the first symptom of COVID-19 (p=0.004).

  Over half (55.5%) of patients suffered SD with a median of 4 days after other symptoms while 30.5% being coincidental with the other symptoms. Moreover, 24.4% of the HCP suffered from persistent SD as unique symptom at the time of completion of this survey and 9.4% accompanied with other symptoms with a median of 15 days (range 2-90) (Figure 1A). Among COVID-19 subjects with sensory dysfunction, 95.6% had a loss of smell of at least moderate severity (score >5) (Figure 1B). Moreover, the severity of the SD was higher in younger HCP (≤55 yrs, score 9.3±1.3, p=0.04) compared with the older group (>55 yrs, score 8.5±2.1).

  - Recovery time for SD. By the time of completing this survey 66.3% of the HCP have recovered from SD. In terms of recovery, SD was significantly different with regards severity of SD, being the mean time of recovery after suffering SD: mild (n=2): 12.5±3.5 days; moderate (n=18): 7.1±3.3 days and severe (n=131): 29.0±25.3 days
Moreover, the time to recovery from SD was lower in younger patients (24.1 ± 24.1 days vs 31.9±25.8 days).

- Taste dysfunction: 132 HCP (56.4%) reported TD, 6.1% as a unique symptom. None of the older HCP reported TD as a unique symptom or as the first symptom of COVID-19 (p=0.047). From surveyed people, 6.8% of TD preceded the other COVID-19 symptoms (median 1 day). Mean persistence of TD was 21.6±24.0 days in physicians ≤55 yrs and 33.6±26.2 days in >55 yrs (p=0.019). Over 65% of the participants reported a severe impairment while the mean recovery time was 25.4 days. After delving into the timing of recovery in association with the severity of TD, there were no significant differences. (Figure 2B; mild TD (n=8): mean 10.1±5.4 days, moderate TD (n=33): mean 22.2±22.9 days; severe TD (n=85): mean 28.4±26.8; p=0.108). Over half (53.5%) of HCP suffered from TD with a median of 4.5 days after other symptoms and 34.1% the SD was coincidental with the rest of the symptoms. Moreover, 16.2% of the HCP suffered from persistent TD as unique symptom at the time of completion of this survey and 9.2% accompanied with other symptoms with a median of 11.5 days (range 2-95) (Figure 1A), 10.6% not being associated to SD. PCR results showed no significant correlation with TD.

Discussion
Participants with diagnosed COVID-19 were HCP (mainly female) in which STD were observed in combination in 118 participants (67.8% of the total population surveyed). In recent reports authors mainly assess these two chemosensory dysfunctions separately. Menni et al found that 59.4% of the population included in their study was affected with SD and TD, whereas Spinato et al found a 64.4%, numbers that are slightly lower than ours.[16,17] Wee et al found that only 22.7% of the population studied suffered both SD and TD and Moein et al in Iran reported that only 17% of their population suffered both chemosensory dysfunctions.[18,19] These differences could be
explained because our population is mainly composed of HCP, mostly female, which could constitute a bias, and as it has been previously published, female affected of COVID-19 may be at higher risk to developing SD. [12,15,20,21] In a recent study published in Spain a total of 157/230 (68%) HCP described SD and 161/230 (70%) reported TD, with similar prevalence independently of age or sex. In contrast, in our sample females were significantly more affected than males in terms of STD, as it has been shown in a study using Big Data in Spain. [14,21]

There are conflicting data with regards STD and gender-predominance, as a recent meta-analysis has found no significant moderation of the prevalence of STD by sex. [22] In contrast, in a multicenter European study, females were, alike our results, significantly more affected by smell and taste dysfunctions than males. [23] Similarly in another study performed in Spain, females and younger people were predominantly affected by STD [38]. In our study, the frequencies of loss of smell (68.4%) and taste (56.4%) were higher than those reported in the early anamnestic observational studies from China, Iceland, and those recently published in Spain, [2,15,23] however lower than those from the aforementioned European multicenter study [20].

HCP participants who experienced SD were younger than those not affected with STD, as 70% of the COVID-19-positive population were ≤55 yrs, this being higher than the data reported in a recent Korean article where only a 15.3% of the total COVID-19 population showed STD, and even much higher than in other studies comprising HCP, ranging an STD from 16-40% [13]. Our data are however slightly higher than others performed in Spain, which showed a 68% of SD and 70% of TD [2,15] We hypothesize that these differences could be due to the awareness of HCP about STD and its relationship with COVID-19. In a Swedish population individuals progressing from reporting no symptoms to subsequently reporting COVID-19 symptoms reporting a large drop in olfactory performance [25] These data may suggest that measures of odor intensity, if obtained in a large and representative sample, shall be used as an indicator of SARS-CoV-2 infection in the general population. [26] Foster et al. have recently published that SD could be a prognostic factor for lower severity of COVID-19 [20] This is in line with a study from China which reported that the ratio of
hospitalized patients complaining of smell loss and taste loss was only 5.1% and 5.6%, respectively [4] Our results do not show any association in terms of SD and the severity of COVID-19. HCP who reported TD showed however a greater rate of hospital admission.

We aimed to investigate whether the age (≤ or > 55 yrs) was related with the presence of SD as a unique symptom or as the first symptom of COVID-19. Interestingly, none of the older HCP reported having SD as a unique symptom or as the first symptom of COVID-19. In the same line, similar findings were obtained for TD. Our findings of SD as a unique symptom is lower in percentage than that obtained in another study performed in Spain with percentages ranging from 18.9-21.8% of patients [15] These results also contrast with another study in which STD persisted on average 11 days [14].

Our study also reflects a persistence of the SD which is on average longer than that observed in other publications [12,14,15] We presume the viral load in the clinical setting could explain this longer time to recovery. In a study which recruited HCP in Spain, most of the affected individuals recovered both smell and taste in the first 15 days and up to 26% of the HCP affected had persistent anosmia one month after the dysfunction onset [15].

In a Korean study most of the COVID-19 patients with loss of smell and/or taste recovered within 3 weeks, mimicking our results. [12] The median time to recovery was 7 days for both symptoms. A younger age, particularly the age group of 20–39 yrs, showed a tendency to be associated with a longer persistence of anosmia in the Korean study. Our results may reflect that younger individuals may suffer a longer recovery rate of the SD, but it could be biased by the fact that over 70% of the surveyed HCP were ≤55 yrs. Similar to our results, the mean recovery time from loss/distortion of taste was similar to that from the loss of smell. [12]

Loss of smell appeared before the other COVID-19 symptoms but in lower amounts than reported in previous studies, but persisting up to 90 days. In 6.9% of the
HCP included in our study, this loss of smell preceded the other COVID-19 symptoms (median of 3 days). In a recent study comprising 417 mild-to-moderate COVID-19 patients, the SD appeared before the other symptoms in 11.8% of cases, a slightly higher proportion than in our study. In another Spanish study recently published, only 1.3% of the HCP showed SD as the unique symptom. [14]

Over a half of the surveyed HCP presented SD, TD, or combined SD/TD reporting a severity similar to previous studies [2,27]. We hypothesize that a potential greater and sustained exposure to the SARS-CoV-2 virus load inside the clinical setting along with greater quality of life impairment in HCP ≤55 yrs could explain these results. In this line, a recent meta-analysis reported a prevalence of TD ranging from 5.6% to 62.7%, being the pooled prevalence (38.2%) clearly lower than our data. The authors of the meta-analysis state that the pooled prevalence tended to decrease with increasing mean age and was slightly higher across European studies than studies from elsewhere. [22]

No significant association between SD and smoking was found. Prior non-COVID studies have found negative and positive effects of tobacco in smell dysfunction of different causes.[26] Smoking cessation seems to improve however both rated and measured smell function. Our sample has only a 4.3% of smokers, which seems to be clearly lower than in the general population. Also, our population is mainly comprised of HCP who tend to smoke to a lesser extent than the general population. Notwithstanding, a recent study including 3,900 patients with smell loss; 521 were current smokers and 316 former smokers. They concluded that patients with a history of smoking did not have a significantly lower smell function. [28] Given that our sample of smokers is quite low, the results regarding the absence of association between SD and smoking shall be taken with caution.

An older age (>55 yrs) was significantly associated with fever, anorexia, but less headache, and COVID-19 positivity. These results are in line with a Big Data analysis made in Spain, in which it was shown an age-dependent increase in reported cases in both males and females, being patients >79 yrs the most affected. [21] Regarding
symptoms upon diagnosis, headache, anosmia, and taste distortion were significantly more frequent in women than men in the before mentioned analysis. In our population, there was less headache reported by older patients. In a study comprising 989 individuals in Spain there was a clear association of loss of smell and taste with <60 yrs and non-hospitalized patients. [15]

Those HCP who suffered COVID-19 with pneumonia had a higher frequency of TD, which is distinctive aspect from other studies. In spite of that, there were not significant differences in smell or taste with regards sex, age range and rate of pneumonia, in line with the results of another study performed in HCP in Spain. [14]

In addition to the data reported by Villarreal et al where cough was one of the main symptoms in HCP affected from COVID-19 [14], in our study cough was significantly associated with SD and STD.

One of the limitations of the study is that a definitive diagnosis was reached in 161 out of the 234 respondents, by means of PCR and or antibodies. Since our survey aimed to assess only COVID-19 patients, we presumed that the rest of participants had a clinical diagnosis of COVID-19. In our population we could not see this association, but in the surveyed HCP of our sample, TD seemed to be a prognostic marker of COVID-19 severity. Moreover, given the recruitment period, the first stage of the survey could be biased because PCR and SARS-CoV-2 antibodies were not fully available in all centers in the midst of the SARS-CoV-2 outbreak, therefore this could constitute a limitation of the study. Another limitation of the study is that the sample could not be representative of the general population as it included HCP, but it could be representative of the specific population which is being analyzed, namely HCP, specialists in Allergology, being predominantly women. Notwithstanding this potential limitation is also a strength, as it is up to date, the first assessment of STD in allergists who have suffered from COVID-19.

In summary, smell and taste dysfunction were frequent symptoms in HCP (mainly allergists) with COVID-19, being present in 68.4% and 56.4% of our population,
respectively. Stratified analysis by the severity of STD showed that more than half of COVID-19 HCP subjects presented a severe loss of smell. Older HCP seem to suffer STD at the same time of other COVID-19 symptoms in contrast with younger HCP who showed STD as a unique or preceding symptom. The taste dysfunctions may be considered as prognostic clinical marker of COVID-19 severity since suffering from TD may imply more systemic involvement. Further studies will be needed to provide explanations for these chemosensory impairments as well as for the pathogenic mechanisms for both the loss of smell and/or taste. Finally, the assessment of STD (both SD and TD) is of significant importance in COVID-19 patients, including HCP, at any stage of the disease, and those with sudden, severe, and isolated symptom (SD and/or TD) should be isolated at home waiting for a PCR diagnostic test to be performed, when available.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1. Frequency and severity distribution of smell and taste dysfunction in the COVID-19 HCP population. A) Frequency of smell and taste dysfunction for both global (black bars), accompanying symptom (dark grey bars) and as unique symptom (soft grey bars). B) Severity of smell and taste dysfunction for either mild (soft grey bars), moderate (hard grey bars), or severe dysfunction (black bars).
Figure 2. Time of recovery of smell (A) and taste (B) dysfunctions in the COVID-19 HCP population for either global (black boxes) and by severity (mild, 0-3; moderate, 4-7; severe, 8-10; grey boxes). NS: not significant.